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T R A N S C R I P T 

Bond buying opportunities for the brave 

Presenters: Richard Carter and Steven Shaw 

 

Richard Carter:  And welcome everyone, thank you for joining our webinar today.  As 

Trey was saying, my name is Richard Carter, I’m responsible for the fixed 

income offering you see on Fidelity.com for individual investors.  And I’m 

delighted today to welcome back Steve Shaw to our webinar series.  Steve is 

founder and president of Bond Savvy, which is a research service that 

specializes in helping individual retail investors invest in individual corporate 

bonds.  Steve is a 25-year veteran of the financial markets, he’s worked in 

corporate mergers and acquisitions, so knows a lot about the accounting detail 

of companies.  As well as, he’s headed up for a while the bond trading venue, 

Trade Web Direct, which is actually one of the firms that Fidelity partners with 

to source our bond inventory that you see online.  Steve founded Bond Savvy 

back in 2017.  So Steve, it’s great to have you back to discuss what you’re 

currently seeing in the corporate bond market, 2021 was a year when 

corporate bonds did okay, but today, with inflation on the march, we just had 

the latest numbers in this morning, still over 8 percent, the Federal Reserve 

raising rates aggressively, things are looking quite different.  Investment-grade 

bonds down about 15 percent year-to-date, and the high-yield junk bonds 
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sector down over 9 percent.  So how do you see prospects for corporate bond 

investing for the rest of the year?   

 

Steven Shaw:  Yeah, and thank you Richard, thanks so much for having me.  So we’re 

definitely taking a very careful approach, and perhaps with another glass of 

wine or two more than usual.  But some of the things that we’re seeing in the 

market is, you’re seeing bonds of some of the best companies in the world, 

you’ve got bonds of Microsoft, and Amazon, and Apple, that trade somewhere 

between 68 to 72 cents on the dollar.  And while we don’t necessarily know 

whether those will be great investments over the next six months, when you 

can buy bonds at those types of values, it can often be a very good investment 

over the long-term.  And if you think about the difference between investing in 

say, an individual bond compared to an individual stock, if you buy an Apple 

bond today at 71 cents on the dollar, you’ve got a contract with Apple that 

says they’re going to pay you back par at a certain date.  And we believe we’ll 

be able to get to par a lot faster than whenever that maturity date is.  

Obviously if you buy the stock of Apple today at 153, there’s no contract that 

says you’re going to get 200 back at some point in time.  So it’s important for 

folks to keep in mind that yes, lots of bond prices have fallen, but there are lots 

of tools that we have in our, arrows that we have in our quiver, so to speak, 

that can position us well.  And those are the things that we’re going to talk 
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about today.  So we’re going to talk about okay, as an individual bond 

investor, how are you equipped to approach the market?  What’s driven bond 

prices lower?  And then also, there have been some bond prices that have 

done pretty well, what’s caused that?  And then we’re going to do a deeper 

dive into what are some of the things that we look for, in terms of okay, how 

do we find value?  Because it’s not just about okay, a bond’s price is 65, it’s 

automatically a great deal, there’s a lot of work that we do to figure out okay, is 

this bond priced well relative to the financials of the company?  And those are 

some of the things that we’re going to go through today.  So here we have our 

slide on how we contain the bond bear market.  And on the right we’ve got the 

bear, and we look at what’s been causing this bond bear market.  And all these 

things that are, so to speak, funneling into the bear market, and you’ve got 

rate hikes, you’ve got quantitative tightening, you’ve got inflation.  What’s 

happened is that all that stuff comes together, and people have gotten scared.  

And the largest holders of individual bonds are institutional investors.  So it’s 

the bond funds of, you know, largest bond funds of the world.  And what’s 

happened is, is that those bond funds have seen lots of redemptions, and the 

underlying bonds have to be sold when you have those redemptions.  But 

what you can do as individual investors, that you can see okay, well this bond 

that was issued by this company has fallen to, wow, 70 cents on the dollar, but 

when we look at its financials its still pretty strong, and it’s a good value, so you 
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have that type of opportunity.  What we like to look at is some of the arrows 

that we can use to tame the bear.  And on the one hand, we have investing 

more in high-yield.  So as we’ll show a little bit later in the presentation, high-

yield bonds are generally less sensitive to changes in Treasury yields and 

inflation.  If you think about an oil and gas company, that can be buoyed by 

higher inflation.  And a lot of those oil and gas companies are high-yield, so we 

can look at those sorts of opportunities.  Credit quality, by and large, has been 

improving.  We’ve got high-yield bond issuers that have leverage ratios, which 

is debt to EBITDA, of one times, one or two times, which is an historic low.  As I 

said before, we can focus on sectors that have been buoyed by inflation, and 

then we can also apply what we call an active approach, where we can buy 

bonds that are priced at 65, 70, 75 cents on the dollar, and then as those bond 

prices appreciate over some period of time, we can then sell them and achieve 

a really strong return that can outpace where inflation is. 

 

Richard Carter:  Thanks Steve, that’s great.  I mean I think, I really look forward to 

diving into some of these investor arrows, as you put it.  But before we do, 

maybe we could just linger a little bit more on the bear.  You know, it’s I think 

disconcerting for a lot of investors to see Q1 go by for even the bond 

investors, right?  It was, I think, the worst quarter for almost 40 years.  So of all 
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these factors, and there’s so many to cover, we don’t have time for, but what 

do you think is the most interesting to you right now? 

 

Steven Shaw:  Yeah, the one that means the most is the bond fund outflows.  

Because it’s not as if there is some formula that says okay, well if the Fed 

tightens this amount, that all bond prices go down.  Because as we’ll show, as 

we get further in the presentation, the corporate bond market is not a 

monolithic asset class.  There are bonds that are very sensitive to what 

happens when the Fed does, but then there are also bonds that aren’t.  And 

so, the key to being a successful investor is finding those opportunities, and to 

take advantage of investor behavior, because the folks who are owning the 

bond funds, they’re seeing okay, well there’s all this bad stuff for a bond 

investor.  And they say all right, well I’m not hanging around for this.  And I’m 

just going to sell, but what happens is, is that the individual bonds that are in 

these funds, they then have to sell both bad bonds and good bonds!  And if 

you look at what’s happened to Vanguard Total Bond Market Index Fund, this 

is the chart on the left, so VBTLX, that’s one of the tickers, the largest bond 

fund that’s out there, about 300 billion, you’ll see that generally speaking, 

bond funds don’t move much in price, but this one’s fallen pretty significantly, 

it’s fallen about 12 percent since August of last year.  And the advantage that 

you have as an individual bond holder is that you can do some of the things 
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that a bond fund can’t do, in that you can assess the value of an individual 

bond, and that you can look at okay, where’s the bond priced?  What does its 

credit spread look like?  What does its financials look like?  You can’t do that 

with a bond fund, because they’re all priced off net asset value, and there are 

no underlying financials.  We can look at sectors that can do well.  You know, 

those sorts of things that you can do, and you can’t do those with a bond fund, 

and you’ve got underlying metrics, like we talked about, you can look at the 

financials, you can look at leverage ratios and a bunch of other things, which 

we’ll talk about as we move a little bit further in the presentation. 

 

Richard Carter:  All right Steve, thanks.  Well you know, yeah certainly that chart 

looks a bit ominous.  What gives you the confidence then to sort of step in?  I 

mean, you know, it must be a question of timing as much as anything.   

 

Steven Shaw:  Sure, well what I would say is that one of the biggest things is that 

when we look at the financials of the issuers, so right now we’ve got about 40-

plus bonds that we recommend, and we update those recommendations 

every quarter, and when we look at the financials of those issuers, there were 

some bad ones, fair enough.  But generally speaking, the financials of the 

companies have been very strong.  And so when we’ve got bond prices that 

are falling down to the seventies, and the mid-seventies, but you’ve got 
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default risk falling as well, that can oftentimes be a really good opportunity to 

invest, even though people would think well why would you ever invest in 

bonds right now?  And one of the things that we can do as an investor in 

individual bonds, as we show here on slide seven, is we can start to assess the 

value of a bond.  Now, I’m sure many of the folks on the webinar might be new 

to bonds.  And might have focused their entire investing career on stocks, and 

you know that a stock can be priced at $25, it can be priced at $150, bonds are 

a little bit different.  And so bonds are priced relative to their par value.  So the 

par value of a bond is $1,000.  So if you buy five bonds, that issuing company 

has to pay you back the par value of the bond at maturity.  So it’d have to pay 

you back $5,000.  Now, with every bond being priced at 1,000 bucks, when 

you see a quote on Fidelity at say, 80, that means that that bond is priced at 80 

percent of its par value.  So 80 percent of the par value of 1,000 bucks would 

be $800.  When it’s priced below par, that’s deemed to be a discount to par 

value.  And when it’s priced above par, it’s deemed to be a premium.  So if 

you’ve got a bond that’s priced at 120, that bond would have a value of 

$1,200.  Now, it’s not good enough just to say all right, well a bond’s priced at 

75, and that’s got to be a buy.  Because there are bonds that you might want 

to own at 75, and there are bonds that you don’t necessarily want to own.  And 

the beauty of owning an individual bond is that you have access to all the 

financial information of the issuer.  And you can calculate different things.  
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One of the key ratios we look at is the leverage ratio, which is the company’s 

debt divided by its cashflow.  Obviously the higher that ratio is, the more risky 

it is.  We can look at what’s the bond’s credit spread, which we’ll talk about a 

little bit later.  We can look and say all right, well what industry is it in?  And 

what are the prospects of that industry?  And we can look at all these different 

factors and say all right, this bond is a price of 80, it has, it’s been growing its 

cashflow 10 percent a year, we’re comfortable with the industry, we’re going 

to talk about capital allocation a little bit later, which is how the company 

spends its profits.  And then you can make a really good assessment and then 

say you know what, despite what’s going on in the market, these bonds that 

we see here can be really compelling values and good investments.   

 

Richard Carter:  Yeah, that’s interesting Steve, I mean I appreciate the use of these 

other metrics.  In terms of the price though, that’s an interesting way, again, as 

you say, a bond investor can really use that come back to par.  And if you are 

below it, you know, you can see that, what we call the pull to par.  How do you 

think today looks vis-à-vis last year?  You know, when you made this, when you 

presented to us? 

 

Steven Shaw:  Sure.  So it’s very different.  And what we’ve shown here Richard, on 

slide eight, we show the distribution of bond prices across an investment-
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grade bond search that we did on Fidelity.com.  Now, so this is, on slide eight, 

these are investment-grade corporate bonds.  The investment-grade corporate 

bond universe is a little bit bigger than the high-yield universe issuance over 

the last year, it’s been about 80 percent investment-grade, 20 percent high-

yield.  And when you look at this distribution of prices, so you go back to May 

14th of last year, so remember what we talked about before, bonds are priced 

as a percentage of their face value.  On the Y axis here, that shows the price of 

the bond.  So we look at bonds that were priced below 80 last year, there was 

only one bond.  So it was, you needed a microscope to find that bond.  And 

there were only 50 that were priced below 90.  Now, it’s very different in that 

we’ve gone from 50 bonds priced below 90 to 1,527.  So you’ve got nearly 20 

percent of the bonds that are priced below 90, so a much more compelling 

value than you had, and generally speaking, financials have been improving.  

So you’ve got much more compelling values than we had about a year ago.  

The one thing that’s important, the other thing that’s important when we look 

at this slide is that you see that there’s effectively a ceiling on bond prices.  So 

investing in a bond is very different than investing in a stock.  And I would 

argue that you need to be more active when you invest in a bond because of 

this.  Because when you look at the, how high these prices can go, you’ll see 

last year, we still had about 1,000 bonds that were priced between 125 and 

less than 150.  Now it’s only 114.  And so you see that as the bond price moves 
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higher and higher up, price appreciation becomes more and more difficult, 

and it’s important to keep in the back of our minds as we think about selling 

bonds before maturity, and it’s something that we’re going to talk about a little 

bit later on.  Now, when we think about what happened with high-yield, 

you’ve had a similar type of trend, in that we’ll show in a couple of slides how 

there’s been significant outflows of high-yield bonds, and you go back to May 

of last year, it was hard to find value.  You only had 38 bonds out of 1,100 

bonds that were priced below 90, but now you’ve got over 200.  And so, it’s -- 

we don’t like to say there’s ever the best time to invest, and what we do is we 

make recommendations throughout the year, we think it’s important for folks 

to do that, rather than say all right, we’re going to try to call a bottom.  And 

what we can say now is that it's a more compelling time to buy than it was last 

year, but it’s hard to predict where the market’s going to be in three months or 

six months, and that’s why we believe it’s important to invest over time, take 

advantage of price declines, and achieve those strong long-term returns.   

 

Richard Carter:  That was great Steve, great analysis.  And you know, you mentioned 

earlier about that idea that the fund flows, you know, forcing in a way baby out 

with the bathwater, that everything gets swept up according to these indices.  

Could you just give us some examples of that?  Like how does that look?  And 
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again, as an individual bond investor, you know, what could I be on the 

lookout for to see some of that?  At least to give us a starting point.   

 

Steven Shaw:  Sure, absolutely.  When we show here on slide 11, so this is some 

data around bond fund outflows, and so this is for the week ending April 13th, 

which is in blue, and then the week ending April 20th, which is in orange.  And 

you’ll see that there’s fairly significant outflows.  So you’ve got $4 billion of 

outflows in one week within high-yield, but it hasn’t just been, it hasn’t just 

been high-yield, it hasn’t been investment-grade, you’ve got muni fund 

outflows, you’ve got short-term investment-grade outflows.  So it’s been hard 

to find places to hide.  And any time you have these outflows, as we talked 

about before, bond prices are going to fall.  When we look at how it’s 

impacted different bonds in different ways, what we’re showing here Richard 

on slide 12 is an Apple bond.  So this is an Apple four and three eighths, due in 

2045.  We actually, we showed this chart last year, and just so folks know, 

people will often think well, they’re bonds, they’re not transparent, we never 

really know where they’re priced, but you can go onto Fidelity and when you 

go onto the bond research area, you can click a button, and I’ll show you 

exactly where that is in a few slides, and you can create these charts, you can 

look for historical prices, as we’ve done here for this Apple bond.  So the first, 

on the left, this is this Apple ’45 bond during the first half of 2020.  And so we 
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all remember from 2020, there was a huge crash at the onset of COVID, this 

Apple bond fell 40 points over the course of about 10 days.  And you had to be 

at the ready, basically had to be at your computer to take advantage of it, 

because boom, the bond price fell and then the Fed took action, cut rates to 

zero, announced a big bond buying program, and within a number of days, 

the bond was back up to 130.  It’s been very different this year, in that if you 

look at this same Apple bond, it was priced at about 130 at the, in December.  

And then there’s been this slow decline.  So as Treasury yields have increased, 

this bond has gone from 129 to very close to where it was at the trough of 

March of 2020.  And so you just had this.  And so what you’ve had the 

opportunity to do is to say all right, you know, this bond could go down 

further, but I’m getting a 4 percent yield on an Apple bond, the bond is not 

going to default, and it’s a pretty compelling value.  Now, this coupon is 

relatively high when you look at some investment-grade bonds that are out 

there, so it’s 4.375 percent.  When you look at bonds such as, there are bonds 

issued by Microsoft, there are other bonds issued by Apple, there are bonds 

issued by Alphabet that have fallen into the mid-sixties, because they have 

lower coupons.  And so, you’ve had a variety of opportunities to look at.  Now, 

when we look at a high-yield bond, it’s reacted in a little bit of a different way.  

So this is a Macy’s bond.  Macy’s is 34.  And what we’ve shown here Richard, is 

we show the price of the bond in red, and then up top, we show the historical 
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quarterly leverage ratios.  So remember, leverage ratio is just the company’s 

total debt, divided by its cashflow or its EBITDA.  So as that increases, the 

default risk of the bond also increases.  And if you look at during 2019, and just 

so folks know, when it says 2019, that’s 12/31/19, this line right here.  So you 

see during 2019, the bond was increasing, the Macy’s leverage ratio was 

coming down a little bit, was about 1.5 times Q4.  And then you had 

Armageddon.  You had, Macy’s started to close stores, negative cashflow for 

several quarters, and you saw the bond crater.  So it went all the way down to 

the mid-fifties.  And then, you saw, as you would expect, leverage increase 

significantly.  But then as this was happening, Macy’s started to open stores, it 

started to show some momentum, and then the latter part of 2020, and then 

through a large part of 2021, leverage went down, the price went up.  That’s 

generally how it, how things, quote unquote, “should work” in high-yield.  As 

the default risk lowers, you should start to see higher prices.  But then what 

you’ve had is even as Macy’s has reported an excellent turnaround, leverage is 

down to one times, and just as a point of reference, Amazon’s leverage is 0.7 

times.  So you’re in rarified water in terms of leverage, but in bond fund 

outflows, including high-yield bond fund outflows, and now the price, this was, 

it was 80 on April 25th, and now it’s down to 75, which is a really compelling 

opportunity for a bond with this type of value.   
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Richard Carter:  Yeah, that’s fascinating Steve.  Great slides there.  You know, and 

what’s interesting is that given that these two companies, as you said, in each 

case they have reasons why the price wouldn’t have fallen say 20 percent or 

so, but they’ve exhibited, on these charts, it makes you wonder why the 

indices aren’t down even more.  Have there been any areas that, you know, in 

the last few months, have been less volatile? 

 

Steven Shaw:  Yeah, you’ve had to look carefully, and one would automatically 

gravitate toward oil and gas bonds, and say okay, well oil and gas prices have 

been very strong the last several months, so you would think all right, so oil 

and gas has got to be a safe bet.  And generally speaking, within oil and gas, 

especially within high-yield, those bonds have done well.  Laredo Petroleum of 

’28, very high coupon, 10 and an eighth.  Now, this shows, and this is another 

chart from Fidelity, this shows the bond price change from December of last 

year, so it was down at close to 103 December 3rd, and then at the end of 

March it was up at 107.67.  It's fallen down a little, I think it’s right around like, 

maybe 103 today.  That’s a case where you’ve had a company report excellent 

financial results, so company reports excellent financial results, the default risk 

has gone down, and so as you would expect, the bond price has increased.  

Now, the one thing to keep in mind with this bond is that like most high-yield 

bonds, it’s callable.  And so this bond is callable January 15th, ’23, at a price of 
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107.594.  So that effective keeps a ceiling on this price, on this bond price, 

because it’s not going to go up to 115, because you don’t want to be the 

person who buys the bond at 115 in say, three months, and then the bond 

gets called at 107.594 on January 15th.  You wouldn’t want to have to tell your 

spouse that you made that investment.  So even though this bond price has 

done well, and it’s had good performance, it's not as if the bond has had the 

ability to go up 15 or 20 points, as some might expect.  Now what we do here 

on slide 15 is we compare the price performance of a variety of bonds.  And 

we show some high-yield bonds on the top row, so these are three high-yield 

bonds, and then these are three investment-grade corporate bonds on the 

bottom, and we’re going to talk about each of these in turn.  Now, we look at 

the Laredo Petroleum bond, so that’s the bond that we showed on the last 

slide.  This bond, as we showed before, has done pretty well.  It’s returned 7.3 

percent, which is a pretty good return, you know, from mid-July of last year 

until mid-April.  This next bond is issued by a company called Quad Graphics, 

which is a marketing services company.  This is a company that’s been in a 

tough industry, because a big part of its business was print advertising, it got 

hurt really badly, but Quad is one of the best managers of its balance sheet 

that I think I’ve ever seen, and this bond was due May 1st, and it just, the bond 

just matured.  And so, it was at par the middle part of last year, and it just 

ended at par.  And so that had a pretty good return of about 5.7 percent.  And 
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then the third example here is issued by a company called Core Civic, Core 

Civic is a private prison operator.  The bond has fallen a little bit in price, about 

three points.  But because of the coupon of 4.75 percent, it has achieved a 

small positive return.  You compare that to the iShares HYG, which is the 

leading corporate bond high-yield ETF, that’s been down about 5.7 percent 

during that time period.  Now, what becomes interesting is you then compare 

it to investment-grade, and how those bonds have done.  And what we show 

here is we show three examples.  So we show 2x on Mobil bonds, and then we 

show an Apple bond.  Now, many investors would say oil and gas, all those oil 

and gas bonds must be doing great, because the oil market’s been going 

gangbusters.  What we show here is that there’s a real bifurcation between a 

high-yield oil and gas bond, and an investment-grade oil and gas bond.  And 

we’re going to show the reason for that on the following slide.  But what we 

see here is we’ve got a short-dated ExxonMobil bond, so one that’s due in 

2024.  Now, one would think well a bond that’s due in 2024, that bond should 

barely move.  But short-term interest rates have actually moved higher, have 

increased at a greater clip than long-term Treasury yields.  And so even the 

short-term bond has fallen.  So it’s fallen about, yeah about six-ish points.  But 

because it has a 3 percent plus coupon, that made the total return minus 3 

percent.  So that, I would say most people would expect that.  Short-term 

bond, you know, still lost some money, but not terrible.  Now, you look at the 
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ExxonMobil bond in 2045, because it’s the longer dated bond, more sensitive 

to changes in Treasury yields, and this bond has fallen about 20 points, total 

return of minus 17 percent.  So even though it’s in the oil and gas business, 

because of the increase in Treasury yields, that’s what’s driven the price of this 

bond lower.  Similar with the Apple bond, Apple bonds are the same story.  

Again, similar in terms of it’s fallen about 20 points, similar loss in terms of its 

total return.  But when you look at Exxon bond and the Apple bond, you can’t 

say well, oil and gas was a safe place to be, because the total return here was 

very similar to an Apple bond.  So it’s driven largely by okay, was it high-yield, 

or was it not?  And then what sector were you in, and how have those 

companies financials been performing over the last several months?   

 

Richard Carter:  Wow, that’s great Steve, there’s a lot to unpack here.  You know, lots 

to take in.  You know, could we maybe just linger a bit then on this notion of 

shortening duration?  I mean we’ve said before right, that it’s a rising rates 

context, and I think most people have thought yeah, it’s dangerous to be long 

maturities.  But as you show with this Exxon bond of ’24, there’s sort of 

nowhere to hide.  How at least can the people go about thinking to 

distinguish, you know, good quality investment from its own fundamentals 

versus the duration risk you’re taking on?   
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Steven Shaw:  Sure.  The way to think of it, Richard, is it’s important for investors to 

understand what causes bond prices to move.  And what makes up a bond 

price -- and what makes up a bond’s yield to maturity?  Because once you 

understand that, you can then understand what’s going on in the market, and 

how that might impact corporate bonds that you own.  And what we show 

here Richard is we show what we like to refer to as the building blocks of a 

corporate bond’s yield to maturity.  And we’re going to focus on this Laredo 

Petroleum bond.  So we have three of the same bonds that we talked about 

on the previous slide.  So we have the Laredo ’28, ExxonMobil ’24, and then 

ExxonMobil of ’45.  Now, on July 15th of 2021, this bond had a price of 106.72, 

and it had a yield to maturity of 8.27 percent.  Now this yield to maturity had 

two components to it.  First, it had what we refer to as the benchmark Treasury 

yield to maturity.  Now it sounds like a fancy term, but it’s not all that fancy and 

complicated.  All that means is that there is a Treasury bond, or there’s a U.S. 

Treasury, that has a similar maturity date to this Laredo Petroleum bond.  So 

one that’s due right around January 15th of ’28.  And on July 15th of last year, 

that bond had a yield to maturity of 1.07 percent.  The Laredo bond, on the 

other hand, had a yield to maturity of 8.27 percent.  And now the difference of 

that is to reflect the extra compensation that this Laredo Petroleum bond 

holder receives above the so-called risk-free rate.  Now Treasuries are anything 

but risk-free, but that’s what folks, you know, often refer to them as.  And so 
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it’s just the extra compensation that you’re getting for the extra default risk 

associated with that Laredo Petroleum bond.  So in this case, it was 7.2 

percent, a pretty healthy -- and this is called the credit spread.  So pretty wide 

credit spread.  Now, if you think about it, if you think about what would cause 

this yield to maturity to move, it doesn’t really matter if this blue bar goes from 

1.07 to 2.  Because that’s not a large part of the overall yield to maturity of the 

Laredo Petroleum bond.  This bond’s going to move, in large part, to what 

happens with the credit spread, and how the market perceives the default risk 

of these Laredo Petroleum bonds.  So what happened was, between July 15th 

of ’21, and April 18th of 2022, you had the benchmark Treasury spike, so that 

was significant, so it went from 1.07 to 2.83, but the oil market rallied, the 

default -- Laredo Petroleum was announcing great financials, so the default 

risk fell, and this credit spread fell.  And the credit spread fell more than the 

yield to maturity increased, and so the yield to maturity fell slightly, and the 

bond price increased very slightly.  So that’s why, when you look at a high-

yield bond like that, when the bulk of the yield to maturity is in its credit 

spread, it’s how the business performs, which is going to have a bigger impact 

than what happens in the Treasury market.  Now, we saw before that high-

yield bonds are not immune from what happens in the overall market.  You 

can have lots of selling of bond funds, and that can cause baby to be thrown 

out with the bathwater, and certain high-yield bonds to fall.  But those are the, 
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that’s the key driver.  Now, it’s very different when you look at an investment-

grade bond.  Let’s take a look at this ExxonMobil of ’24 bond, and we go back 

to July 15th of ’21.  In that case, we show here, so the total yield to maturity was 

0.47 percent, of which the benchmark Treasury was 0.43 percent.  So the lion’s 

share of that bond’s yield to maturity was the Treasury, so it’s tantamount to 

owning a Treasury at that case, because you saw here the credit spread was all 

of 0.04 percent.  It was peanuts.  Now, what’s happened since then is the 

credit spread has gone up a little bit, because there’s been some market 

turmoil, and the benchmark Treasury yield has gone up.  And so you’ve gone 

from 0.47 percent all the way up to 2.82 percent, and because it’s a short 

dated bond, it hasn’t hurt the price 20-some odd points, but it’s still fallen a 

significant amount for this (inaudible) still fallen six points.  You look at the ’45 

bond, similar type of dynamic, credit spread has increased a little bit, and the 

benchmark Treasury’s increased a little bit more than 1.2 percent, or about 1.2 

percent, and because of that, you’ve had this fall in the price.  So it’s really 

important, when you think about okay, duration risk, and all that kind of stuff, 

it’s not just about if you find a bond that’s due in three years, that that will be 

not sensitive to what happens in the Treasury market, you also have to look at 

is it a high-yield bond, or is it an investment-grade bond?  You need to factor 

that into your analysis.   
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Richard Carter:  That’s great, yeah, that makes total sense Steve.  You know, it looks, 

again, very intuitive.  And pretty easy to do.  How can investors though, you 

know, when they’re looking at all these bonds on our website, for example, I 

mean how could you go around applying this type of theory?   

 

Steven Shaw:  Sure.  Well years ago you had to use an old calculator like this, and try 

to calculate it on your own.  But now Fidelity’s done it for you.  And what you 

can do is, you see on slide 17, let’s say you do a bond search on Fidelity, and 

let’s say you did a search for these Laredo Petroleum bonds, you would see 

these, the two bonds show up, you click on this, you click on the hyperlink 

there, and that will take you to a bond research page where you can see all 

sorts of information about the bonds.  So here, you do see, you see pricing 

information, you see ratings, you see maturity dates, but if you drill into this 

hyperlink, you’ll then see call schedules, you’ll see material events, and that, 

has a bond rating changed, has some of the bond been paid off?  What does 

the call schedule look like?  You can look at historical trades as well, and look 

at the history of those trades.  And what you’ll do is when you click on that 

hyperlink, you’ll be brought to a screen, it’ll first take you to this overview tab, 

but if you just click on the price and performance, you’ll then see these two 

numbers here.  So first you’ll see the spread to Treasuries.  So spread to 

Treasuries, that’s the same thing as a credit spread.  So you’ll see here, on the 
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date that I took this screenshot, the spread to Treasuries was 5.07 percent.  

And then it shows you what the Treasury benchmark is.  So, what it says is, 

there’s a Treasury that’s due January 31st of 2028, so that’s the Treasury 

benchmark.  And that Treasury benchmark is due in about six years, and it had 

a coupon of 0.75 percent.  So you, that’s how you’re able to understand, okay, 

this is what the credit spread looks like, and this is the Treasury benchmark.  

Now a lot of investors have gotten scared about what’s happened with 

Treasuries, and what the Fed is doing, and all that kind of stuff.  And what we 

show here on this slide Richard is we show a number of different data points.  

So in the black, we show the effective Fed funds rate.  And you’ll see that 2007 

it was up around 5 percent, and then as you had the financial crisis, the Fed 

kept cutting, and cutting, and cutting, and then it was down to close to zero for 

many years.  But during that period of time you still had volatility in the 

Treasury market, so many people believe that the Fed is up there with strings 

being the puppet master, but many things drive the Treasury market that are 

independent of what the Fed funds rate is.  You’ll see how there’s regular 

peaks and troughs.  And a lot of this was happening without any activity going 

on with the Fed.  Now if you then go a little bit further on, you look at 2016, 

when the Fed started hiking, and the Fed started hiking, it was at zero, then it 

was, you know, call it about 2.3 percent, you’ll see that Treasury yields did 

follow.  But then they fell, and then, you know, the Fed hadn’t really done 
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anything for a number of years, and Treasury yields have spiked significantly.  

So the important thing for folks to keep in mind is that just because Treasury 

yields have gone up, it doesn’t mean that they’re going to go up forever.  

Generally speaking, when you have a trough to a peak, it’s, you know, usually, 

especially the long-dated Treasury yields, it’s usually about 1 and a half 

percentage points.  Here we’ve gone from, if you look at the 30-year, it was 

right around 1 percent, and now it’s up a little bit north of 3 percent.  So, not a 

question of -- not sure exactly when it’s going to happen, when Treasury yields 

will fall again, but at some point it will, and some of these bonds that are 

trading at the sixties right now will have a significant tailwind and can increase 

significantly in value.   

 

Richard Carter:  Yeah, that’s great thoughts Steve.  I mean as you say, this has been 

so volatile and so hard to time and predict by where the Treasury rates are 

going.  So I think you’ve helped us here, you know, helped people feel not so 

paralyzed in the face of these sudden spikes in the Treasury side.  Could we 

come to now the, a bit more about the credit process that you employ?  And 

you know, what you look for, I mean even thinking, you cited a couple of times 

the energy sector recently that’s been, as you say, very much supported by 

world events, etc.  But how would you even go beyond that, or below that, 

and look at, you know, particular names, and some good for me, not so good.   
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Steven Shaw:  Sure.  So we make new recommendations every quarter, and this is an 

example of how we present our new recommendations.  And I’ll obviously go 

through the business analysis and the industry, and all those sorts of things, 

but we then boil it down to okay, well what is the value of the bond?  And 

when we look at these bonds, so these are four different bonds, in this case 

we recommended three high-yield bonds and one investment-grade bond.  So 

we’re obviously, we start looking at where the bond priced, what does its yield 

look like.  But then we start looking at the spread to the Treasury, or the credit 

spread.  And we then need to figure out okay, are we getting good value for 

this bond?  So in this case, this first recommendation here had a spread to the 

Treasury of 8.83 percent, which is, you remember Laredo Petroleum was 

about 5 percent, so credit spread for, you know, 8.8, close to 9 percent is fairly 

robust.  But how do we put that into context?  And so what we do is, we start 

looking at okay, what do its financial metrics look like?  And so, as we talked 

about before, we look at something called a leverage ratio, which is looking at 

the company’s debt divided by its cashflow.  In this case, this bond had a 

leverage ratio of four times, which is on the higher end of some of the bonds 

that we’ll look at, generally speaking the bonds we recommend have leverage 

ratios less than three times.  You’ll see these other bonds have leverage ratios, 

this was the high-yield bond, had a leverage ratio of 0.9 times.  Look at 2.9 for 
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another one.  And then there’s something called net leverage, where you take 

the company’s debt minus its cash.  So if a company has lots of cash, for 

instance, this investment-grade bond down here, it had more cash than debt.  

So its net leverage was actually negative.  So it’s a company that has 

extraordinarily low default risk.  We look at something called interest coverage, 

which is saying all right, compared to the company’s cashflow, what’s its 

interest expense?  And so the higher this is, so if you look at this company 

down here, 38 times, it’s hard for that company to go bust, because it has 38 

times more in cashflow than it does in interest expense.  So we start looking at 

those factors.  But that’s not just, that’s one piece of it.  We then need to think 

of all right, well if the leverage ratio is three times today, what could that look 

like going forward?  So we need to know okay, well what do its financials look 

like, and what’s the trend of those financials?  And we show what’s the 

revenue growth, what’s the EBITDA growth?  We look at cash versus debt.  We 

look at upcoming maturities, so we know okay, we think about how companies 

have gotten into trouble lately, they’ve had upcoming maturities that they 

haven’t been able to refinance, or they haven’t been able to pay down, so we 

look at these bonds, you know, this last issuer here, cash of 9.7 billion, and it 

has 850 million coming due in ’26, and 400 million coming due in ’27, so we 

felt pretty comfortable with that bond.  And then we’ll obviously look at 

interest rate sensitivity, which we talked about before, and so we overlay all 
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those things together and figure out okay, here is where the bond’s priced, 

here’s its credit spread, here’s what the yield looks like.  But then here are all 

these other factors that we need to figure out and determine okay, is this bond 

a good value?   

 

Richard Carter:  Yeah that’s great Steve, I mean yeah, lots of great data, I think a lot 

of this is interesting, what we would think about is particular to bond investing, 

even more important maybe than like, equity investing.  But a lot of this data is 

sort of point in time.  So how do you put it all together to give you a sense of 

what the future may entail for this company?  And from there the judgment on 

whether to buy, or sell, or to pass? 

 

Steven Shaw:  Sure.  So a big piece, one of the big pieces is, one of the things that 

we mentioned on the previous slide, and getting an idea in terms of okay, 

what does its cashflow growth look like, what does its revenue look like, what 

industry is it in?  And what are the prospects of that industry?  Because we 

know, we’ve recommended some oil and gas bonds and some other 

commodity bonds, we know that some of these, you know, some of the 

commodity prices have been at such a high level that there is some risk of that 

coming down.  So we think about all those sorts of things.  But then another 

key factor is, well what does its capital allocation look like?  And all capital 
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allocation is, it’s a term that just means for every dollar the company earns, 

what does it do with it?  And many investors would think that well, if it’s an 

investment-grade issuer, then automatically it must have a very conservative 

type of financial policy, and it’s going to be very bond holder-friendly in that if 

it makes a billion dollars of profit, it’s going to use it to pay down debt, and all 

this sorts of stuff.  But what we’ve shown here on slide 23, is we show the 

capital allocation of two different issuers.  One of these issuers is a high-yield 

issuer, rated I think BB.  And the other is a BBB issuer, so rated investment-

grade.  So the capital allocation of this one issuer, it had EBITDA of 568 million 

in 2021.  It paid, it drew down some additional debt, about 50 million, but then 

you look where it spent it, about 50 million in buybacks, which wasn’t too bad, 

less than 10 percent.  This was a home builder, so it spent some money in JV 

investments to purchase some land, and then it had about 25 million in 

CAPEX.  So that’s a case where we felt pretty good about the future of this 

issuer in that not only did it have a low leverage ratio, but it also had a really 

bond holder-friendly capital allocation.  On the other hand, this issuer had 

more EBITDA, it did sell a business that it generated about $2 billion from, so it 

had some good things going on here, but then, like many companies, it 

bought back tons of stock, it bought back 7 billion of stock, paid 500 million in 

dividends, did some other stuff.  And so, you know, this is the case where this 

bond, so just so folks know, sample issuer two was eBay, and sample issuer 
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one was, it was a midsized home builder.  And this is a case where we looked 

at this capital allocation, we had previously recommended this eBay bond, and 

we decided to sell it, because we just didn’t see that eBay’s credit profile was 

going to change that significantly, and we decided to sell it back in December.  

So it’s a big, it’s a very accurate lens into okay, what does this company look 

like going forward?  Because I don’t care how much money it makes, if it’s 

plowing all of its money into buybacks, it’s not going to positively impact the 

credit worthiness of the company. 

 

Richard Carter:  Yeah, yeah very true, right?  I mean just, very good to remember, 

don’t just focus on revenue growth, or even the short-term earnings growth.  

You’ve got to look at what’s going on elsewhere, how are they deriving that?  

Well Steve, this has been great, thanks so much.  I think we’re nearly at our 

time.  Before we get into Q&A, maybe could I ask you to summarize some of 

your main points from today?   

 

Steven Shaw:  Sure.  So first, I think it’s important for bond investors to not be what 

we refer to as a one-trick pony.  And to invest across a variety of different 

bonds.  And as we mentioned before, we showed some high-yield bonds that 

have performed well, so we think it makes sense to have some exposure to 

high-yield, because a lot of these high-yield bonds, even though they’re below 
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investment-grade, they’ve got some financials that are as strong as 

investment-grade issuers.  So I think it’s important to have high-yield bonds of 

companies that have strong credit worthiness, low risk of default, high 

coupons, that generally speaking are less sensitive to Treasuries.  We then 

think it’s still important to find investment-grade corporate bonds, even 

though they’re going to be sensitive to Treasuries, but to buy bonds that are 

priced in the sixties and in the seventies, and to take advantage of those.  

Because it’s not, you know, we don’t know whether there’s going to be great 

investments in three to six months, but over the long-term we believe those 

will.  And then also, to focus on the financial strength of the issuer.  It’s really 

hard to predict where Treasury yields are going to be, like we said, in three 

months, or six months, or a couple of years, but you can do more analysis 

around what does the issuer look like, and what does its financial health look 

like, and then make investment decisions based not only on that, but then also 

the overall environment that we’re in, what do the bond prices look like, what 

do the risks look like, and then these will be some of the areas in which we 

would focus.   

 

Richard Carter:  All right, thanks Steve.  Sorry.  I just wanted to say thank you much, 

we’re going to go to our questions and answers any second now, but before 
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we do, maybe you could just say a few words about where people could find 

you, and the service you offer?   

 

Steven Shaw:  Sure, absolutely.  And first Richard, thanks so much for inviting me 

back again, I think it was our fifth year in a row, which has been great.  I hope 

your viewers and customers enjoyed it.  So I founded Bond Savvy about five 

years ago.  If you think about individual corporate bonds, these are 

investments that have lots of advantages.  They have got income, they’ve got 

growth potential, and they’ve got safety.  But what I found is very few people 

take advantage of them, and I founded Bond Savvy to help change that.  And 

what we do is we look to make bond investing easy and more profitable, and 

so we make about 20 recommendations a year, new buy recommendations, 

similar types of the way we presented it a couple of slides ago.  And then we 

update those recommendations throughout the year, determining okay, do we 

buy more of a previously recommended bond, do we hold it, or do we sell it, 

with the goal to drive strong total returns.  So that’s Bond Savvy in a nutshell. 

   

Richard Carter:  That’s great.  Really interesting. Thank you Steve again for coming 

back, and every time it’s really great to hear your voice and to sort of get 

beneath the hood of how to do this, and do it objectively I think.  So thank you. 
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